ineffectual and deleterious. Similarly, degrees Fahrenheit take precedence over degrees Centigrade, and dosage in grains is still mentioned, though admittedly relegated to brackets.
These, however, are minor criticisms of a book which has established its popularity by going into a fourth edition.
MILES IRVING
Background to Migraine Fifth Migraine Symposium, 1972 edited by J N Cumings MD FRCP FRCPath pp v+182 illustrated £5.50 London: William Heinemann Medical 1973 This book contains twenty-one papers which were delivered at the fifth symposium held in London in 1972. The discussion following the papers is not included. About half the papers concern clinical aspects of migraine and its treatment, while the others deal with experimental work. The Sandoz lecture by Dr Raymond Greene on 'The Endocrinology of Headache' and an account of research work at the City Migraine Clinic by the director, Dr Marcia Wilkinson, are included. A number of the authors acknowledge their indebtedness to the Migraine Trust, the organization which is active in promoting research on many aspects of the disorder. The American is still way out ahead of us in England in his litigiousness. Civil actions on torts of negligence in medical practice are everyday in most States, and the need for a guide to thoseand there are thousands each yearwho find themselves caught up in a tangle of lawyers, facing a cold Court full, it would seem, of unsympathetic figures, is self-evident.
This guide, like those of Curran (perhaps the best of all), of Horsley, of the Cleveland School, of the great Melvin Belli himself and of Keith Simpson in this country, is most practical: it is full of good advice, especially on the need for care in the preparation of the case, and on its presentation in Court. The author fills the pagesperhaps at rather too great length sometimeswith his own cases, and he seems to meet with remarkably few failures. But being an orthopwdic expert has brought him much consultative work and the detail he incorporates on examinations and reports, on the preparation of Court exhibits, on discussion with counsel before trial, on agreement over trifles and resistance on major items is all very sound. The flavour of bones and joints, of discs and X-rays is inevitablethe principles of preparation for Court and of behaviour under fire are the same, and Gordon certainly knows what he is writing about.
Where we should fail this particular author, if we do, is on his indifference to the works of his fellows, his failure to quote them and to lubricate the text with their bon motsthose of Belli would make a book in themselves.
At the modest (American or English) cost of eleven dollars, this new book is very good value, very sound and essentially practical, for those doctors whose professional affairs take them to Court.
KEITH SIMPSON
Clinical Radiology of the Lymphomas by Henry Ngan MB BS MRCP MRCPE FFR DMRD and Keith W James MA MB BChir FFR DMRT pp x+159 illustrated £3.95 London: Butterworths 1973 This book is published in Butterworth's 'Radiology in Clinical Diagnosis' series, but casts its net a little wider, as it is written by both a radiologist and a radiotherapist. The first chapter gives a brief, but very useful, summary of current concepts of the natural history, classification and management of the lymphomas. Then comes a chapter on lymphography, and the next five chapters discuss the protean manifestations of lymphomas as they involve different systems of the body. The quality of reproduction of radiographs, of which there are over a hundred, is very good, although renal and hepatic outlines sometimes have to be indicated by arrows.
It is unfortunate for the authors that their book should have appeared so soon after Professor Kaplan's classic monograph on Hodgkin's disease, a much larger and more comprehensive work than the present volume, costing just over twice the price. Nevertheless, the book fulfils the claim of the publishers in being a valuable source of reference, especially for those studying for the FFR or MRCP examinations. JOHN WINTER Introduction to Clinical Allergy by Ben F Feingold MD ppvii+380 illustrated $26.50 Springfield, Ill.: Charles C Thomas 1973 This is a well arranged and clearly illustrated book. Being American its section on plants and insects has less application to practice in the UK than other chapters. A similar criticism can be levelled at the chapter on drug treatment, as there is no mention of steroids administered by aerosol and nasal disodium cromoglycate; by contrast there is a very detailed account of the all-too-numerous antihistamines.
The introductory section on basic immunology is clearly set out. There is no reference to the
